BULLDOGS INVITATIONAL
TRACK AND FIELD MEET
Thursday, APRIL 8, 2003

Event Time Schedule

FIELD EVENTS

12:00 **WOMEN’S THROWS** (ROLLING TIME SCHEDULE; APPROPRIATE STARTING TIMES IN [ ]):
  - **DISCUS** [12:00], followed by
  - **SHOT PUT** [1:15], followed by
  - **JAVELIN** [2:30], followed by
  - **HAMMER** [4:00].

12:00 **MEN’S THROWS** (ROLLING TIME SCHEDULE; APPROPRIATE STARTING TIMES IN [ ]):
  - **SHOT PUT** [12:00], followed by
  - **DISCUS** [1:15], followed by
  - **HAMMER** [2:30], followed by
  - **JAVELIN** [4:00].

12:00 **POLE VAULT** – WOMEN THEN MEN
12:00 **LONG JUMP** – WOMEN THEN MEN
TBA **HIGH JUMP** – (to follow Men’s PV) Men then Women
TBA **TRIPLE JUMP** – (to follow Men’s LJ) Women then Men

Running Events (Women precede Men. Fast heats first)
12:30 5,000 Meters (Women)
1:00 3,000 Steeplechase (Women then Men)
1:30 400 Meter Relay
1:40 1,500 Meter Run
1:55 100 Meter Hurdles
2:00 110 Meter Hurdles
2:10 400 Meter Dash
2:20 100 Meter Dash
2:30 800 Meter Dash
2:45 400 Meter Intermediate Hurdles
3:00 200 Meter Dash
3:15 3,000 Meters Run (Women)
3:30 5,000 Meters Run (Men)
4:00 1,600 Meters Relay